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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to describe the use of simple expert systems to improve the performance of tele-operated mobile robots and
ultrasonic sensor systems. The expert systems interpret data from the joystick and sensors and identify potentially hazardous situations and then
recommend safe courses of action so that tele-operated mobile-robot tasks can be completed more quickly.
Design/methodology/approach – The speed of a tele-operator in completing progressively more complicated driving tasks is investigated while
using a simple expert system. Tele-operators were timed completing a series of tasks using a joystick to control a mobile robot through a simple expert
system that assisted them with driving the robot while using ultrasonic sensors to avoid obstacles. They either watched the robot while operating it
or sat at a computer and viewed scenes remotely on a screen from a camera mounted on the robot. Tele-operators completed tests with the simple
expert system and the sensors connected. The system used an umbilical cable to connect to the robot.
Findings – The simple expert systems consistently performed faster than the other systems. Results are compared with the most recently published
results and show a significant improvement. In addition, in simple environments, tele-operators performed better without a sensor system to assist
them but in more complicated environments than tele-operators performed better with the sensor systems to assist.
Research limitations/implications – Simple expert systems are shown to improve the operation of a tele-operated mobile robot with an obstacle
avoidance systems fitted.
Practical implications – Tele-operated systems rely heavily on visual feedback and experienced operators. This paper investigates how to make tasks
easier. Simple expert systems are shown to improve the operation of a tele-operated mobile robot. The paper also suggests that the amount of sensor
support should be varied depending on circumstances.
Originality/value – The simple expert systems are shown in this paper to improve the operation of a tele-operated mobile robot. Tele-operators
completed tests with the simple expert system and the sensors connected. The results are compared with a tele-operator driving a mobile robot without
any assistance from the expert systems or sensors and they show a significant improvement.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents simple expert systems (Hudson et al., 1997;
Sanders et al., 2009b; Sanders, 2009d) that improve the

performance of a tele-operated mobile robot and ultrasonic
sensor system. The speed of a tele-operator in completing

progressively more complicated driving tasks is investigated and
the results are compared with the most recently published results

(Sanders, 2009b, 2010a, c). They show a significant

improvement.
Insights into trends and new products in the unmanned vehicle

industry are described by Bloss (2008, 2009) and research was

recently presented in this journal concerning the way that a

human tele-operator interacts with a mobile robot and ultrasonic

sensor system (Sanders, 2010a). The simple expert systems

described in this paper improve on that work and results are

presented to show that a tele-operator can drive the mobile robot

faster using the expert systems. The expert systems identify

potentially hazardous situations and recommend safe courses of

action so that tele-operated mobile-robot tasks can be completed

more quickly.
Tele-operated systems (Stott and Sanders, 2000a, b) tend

to rely heavily on visual feedback and experienced human

operators and this paper investigates how to make their tasks
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easier by using an expert system to interpret joystick and

sensor data. A human tele-operator is still the most accurate
source of data about the environment but that source can

be impaired by distance, poor vision or restricted view (even
with a more local camera). Simple expert systems were
therefore created to overcome some of those limitations and

to improve the control of the tele-operated mobile robot.
The simple expert systems interpret data from a joystick
controller (Sanders and Baldwin, 2001) and sensors (Sanders,

2008b) and mix that interpreted data (Stott et al., 1997).
Other work on shared control includes Borenstein and

Koren (1990), Conway (1987) and Joh and Yoo (2004) and
they are included for completeness.

2. The sensor systems

Several sensor systems were considered, including vision
(Connolly, 2009; Hopper, 2009; Sanders et al., 1992, 2009a;
Sanders, 2010b), infrared (Lee, 2008, 2009), laser (Larsson

et al., 2008), GPS (Milanes et al., 2008), force (Sanders,
2007). Ultrasonic ranging was selected to assist because it was
simple and robust (Horn and Kreutner, 2009; Rahiman et al.,
2009; Sanders and Stott, 1999).

The most recently published ultra-sonic sensor system for a

mobile-robot was described by Sanders (2010a, c). This new
work uses the same tele-operated mobile-robot base (shown
in Figure 1) and the same sensor systems so that results can

be directly and easily compared. Two driven wheels were at
the front and two trailing casters at the back. A camera could
be mounted between the driving wheels and ultrasonic sensor

pairs could be mounted over each driving wheel.
The direct link between the mobile robot and joystick

was severed and a computer processed control information.
Other human-computer interfaces were then considered,
including pointers (Sanders et al., 2005; Sanders and

Tewkesbury, 2009), computer mice (Bergasa-Suso et al.,
2005; Sanders and Rasol, 2001) but a joystick appeared to be

the easiest interface to use for this application (Sanders and
Stott, 1999).

Three modes of operation were possible:
1 Joystick data could be processed and sent to the controller

without modification.
2 Sensorswere activated and interrogated by the computer and

the computer was programmed to modify the mobile-robot

path using the most recently published methods.
3 Sensors were activated and interrogated by the

computer and the computer was programmed to modify

the mobile-robot path using the simple expert systems

presented in this paper.

Algorithms applied the following rules:
1 user remained in overall control;
2 systems only modify trajectories when necessary; and
3 movements were smooth and controlled.

An imaginary potential field was generated around objects in

response to sensor information to assist users if the mobile

robot was approaching an object and could collide.
Ultrasonic sensors tended to be noisy and return misreads. A

method for filtering out misreads was selected to improve sensor

reliability that was based on histogramic in-motion mapping.

Volumes in front of each sensor were divided into a simple grid

of three volumes: near, middle and far (as shown in Figure 2).
They were stored as an array in micro-controller memory.

Whenarangewasreturned, itwasclassifiedasnear,middleor far.

Different numbers of sensors were mounted so that their beams

swept the area in front of the mobile robot. The arrangement for

two sensors that is described in this paper is shown in Figure 3.
Array elements representing the area in which an object was

detected were incremented by a relatively high number

(for example 3). Other array elements were decremented by a

lower number (for example 1). Arrays typically had a maximum

Figure 2 A simple representation of the envelope of a single ultrasonic
sensor
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value of 15 and a minimum value of zero. Figure 4 shows an

example of the simple three-element histogrammic

representation of the environment and the position of an object

in the third element causing that element to ramp up. An object

occupying a grid element would cause that element to quickly

ramp in value to the maximum. Random misreads in the other

elements incremented that element temporarily, but the values of

the false reads were decremented over time. If the object moved

to a different element, the new element quickly ramped up to its

maximum value and the old element ramped down.

3. Algorithms to interpret the joystick

A standard Penny and Giles Potentiometric joystick was fitted

that contained two potentiometers to provide two channels

of joystick voltages. Joystick position could be read by an analog-

to-digital converter as a set of Cartesian co-ordinates. Cartesian

co-ordinates however, were not a convenient way to express

joystick position. To interpret joystick data in a more convenient

manner, Cartesian co-ordinates were converted to polar co-

ordinates using trigonometrical functions and Pythagarus’

theorem. Joystick data were now in the form: jJj/u. Where

jJjwas magnitude (or how far the joystick had been pushed) and

/u was the angle of the joystick.
Joystick output was integrated to provide a level of

confidence in user intentions. Magnitude could be integrated

simply as it was a scalar quantity. The angle of the joystick

introduced a directional element and could not be integrated.

Joystick angular position was quantified so that intended

direction could be estimated. This allowed the algorithms to

measure the length of time that a joystick had been held in a

consistent direction and helped the new systems to quickly

identify the wishes of the tele-operator.
Magnitude and angle were calculated and then used to

calculate the sector that the joystick was occupying. The position

and confidence of the joystick could be expressed as an array.

Each joystick sector contained two array values:
1 “Angle confidence” (0-15) indicated certainty that a

joystick was being held in a sector.
2 “Magnitude” indicated joystick position with regard to

demanded mobile-robot speed.

A histogrammic representation was then used as a pseudo-

integrator. If the joystick was held in a position, the array

element relating to that position was incremented to raise its

overall value. All other array elements could then be

decremented to reduce their effect. The array element with

the highest value was used as the latest and most confident

joystick position. The joystick occupying a joystick array

element would cause that element to quickly ramp in value to

maximum. Random joystick action in the other elements

incremented them temporarily, but values of false reads were

decremented each time the system updated. If the joystick

moved to a different element, the new element quickly

ramped up to maximum and the old element ramped down to

the noise level or zero.
Joystick position was represented as a histogram where the

highest histogram element represented the most likely

direction for the user to be indicating as the desired direction.
A module tested joystick position and angle, and indicated

which sector the joystick was occupying. The appropriate

element of “angle confidence” was then increased by

magnitude 40. All elements were then decreased in magnitude

by 30 to decay the un-occupied elements. The occupied

element was therefore subject to an increase in magnitude of 10

and all other elements were subject to a decrease in magnitude

of 30. This made histogram elements decay rapidly and build-

up value more slowly. Ramping and delay weighting factors

were determined experimentally by driving the mobile robot

with several different weighting factors in operation. In the

future, expert systems could automatically set weighting factors

after learning about the ability if the user, thus increasing

response time for more able users.

4. The simple expert systems

The research attempted to introduce some artificial

intelligence into the systems (Al-Kasassbeh and Adda, 2009;

Figure 3 Representation for a two-sensor array
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Khan et al., 2009; Sanders et al., 1996; Sanders, 2008c, 2009a, c;

Stahl et al., 2009; Urwin-Wright et al., 2002, 2003). The code

was written in a mixture of high- and low-level languages and

compiled to a single machine level file (Hudson et al., 1996;

Sanders, 1993; Sanders et al., 1994, 2001). This file was

loaded into non-volatile memory in a micro-controller. The

use of an integrated programming environment with access to

high-level editing and de-bugging tools assisted in the creation

of the prototype systems (Chester, 2006, 2007). A modular

structure was adopted to simplify program construction and

minimise duplication of code (Hinks et al., 1995, 1996). The

structure of the final system was similar to a blackboard-type

framework (Sanders et al., 2000; Sanders and Hudson, 2000).
Expert knowledge was acquired from “experts”

(Tewkesbury and Sanders, 1994, 1999a, b, 2001); in this

case, a human remote fork-lift truck driver (Sanders, 2008a)

and an engineer (Harrison and Sanders, 1992). Rules were

intended as generative rules of behaviour; given some set of

inputs then rules determined what the output should be.

A little time was usually needed for a new driver to familiarise

themselves with the response of the system to the joystick

(Sanders, 1999).
It was important that the system operated in real time in

order to assist a tele-operator. There were two real-time

inputs to the system: the input device (joystick) and sensors

(Goodwin et al., 1997). A user indicated a speed and direction

and the sensor system gathered information about the

environment. At the highest level, a module called Sensor

Expert analysed sensor information and made a

recommendation for a path to prevent collisions. Joystick

Monitor was responsible for interpreting the wishes of

the user. Variables such as joystick position and consistency

were examined by Joystick Monitor to assess the desired

mobile-robot trajectory. Joystick Monitor sometimes

conflicted with Sensor Expert if an obstacle was present.

Another expert called Fuzzy Mixer considered both inputs

and was responsible for final motor controller outputs.

The top-level expert systems consisted of: Fuzzy Mixer,

Joystick Monitor, Sensor Expert and Doorway. Doorway was

an object avoidance program (Chang and Yamamoto, 2008;

Fahimi et al., 2009; Sanders, 1995a, b) that avoided objects

through a “distance function” algorithm. Doorway was

allowed or over-ridden to affect the trajectory generated by

Fuzzy Mixer. Distance to an object measured by the sensors

and the current and historical input from the joystick

determined how the mobile robot should react. Doorway

was effective at turning the mobile robot away from the

nearest object, slowing the mobile robot down smoothly as it

became closer to objects and centralising the mobile robot

between two objects (such as door frames).
Fuzzy Mixer controlled the relationship between the joystick

and sensor system and apportioned control to the joystick

or sensor system depending on environmental conditions or

the wishes of the tele-operator. Instantaneous relationships

could be:
. all joystick, no sensors;
. all sensors, no joystick; and
. or somewhere in between.

Algorithms used distance functions to create target values for

left and right controller voltages.
To recognise the position of the joystick in order to make an

assessment of the wishes of the user, a joystick map was

divided into sectors: forward, turn right, turn left, spin right,

spin left, stop and back:
1 Factors to increase joystick confidence were:

. joystick agrees with sensor system;

. joystick held in a steady position (consistent); and

. joystick position increased against sensor action.
2 Factors to decrease joystick confidence were:

. joystick – sensor conflict; and

. joystick not held steady.

Sensor Expert applied a set of algorithms to information

generated from sensors. There were seven possible actions to

decide whether to: do nothing, stop, slow, turn left, spin left,

turn right or spin right.
The expert systemsweredownloaded to thehardwaremounted

on the mobile robot. Systems were tested by driving the mobile

robot in an unstructured but uncluttered environment.
A simplified blackboard framework was used for the overall

program structure because the program was easier to control in

this structure as all of the main modules communicated with a

common blackboard and passed important data to and from the

blackboard.
In the case where the joystick and the sensor expert were

both indicating “forward”, the system set the trajectory as

straight-ahead. The sensor system was still interrogated to

determine the distance that the mobile robot was from the

nearest object. The speed of the mobile robot was reduced as

the mobile robot became close to an object.
The algorithm used the SpinLeft or SpinRight command to

turn. Although the controller voltage settings were set high

(to spin values), the system tended to apply the spin settings

for the minimum amount of time required to turn the mobile

robot. The mobile robot rarely appeared to spin as the system

settings quickly returned to a forward mode. The application

of a spin manoeuvre for a limited time simulated a user

moving the joystick completely to one side to execute a turn.

Observing expert drivers using their joysticks, it became

apparent that they often moved the joystick in exaggerated

movements (even to perform gentle manoeuvres).

5. Testing

Systems were initially tested by driving the mobile robot in an

unstructured but uncluttered environment. The response of

the mobile-robot system was shown to be safe and fast enough

for the mobile robot to navigate itself along a corridor and

align itself with a doorway with the joystick held in the

forward position. The path that the mobile robot took

indicated that Sensor Expert was recommending suitable

trajectory changes to the mobile-robot controller.
Mobile-robot systems were then tested in a laboratory and

later in a variety of environments. The longest test runs were

limited to 30 m by the lengths of the umbilical cables used.

The cables were up to 15 m long and that allowed a distance

of 15 m out and back. Tele-operated users quickly learnt how

the mobile robot responded and learned to apply control

signals earlier and to estimate stopping distance.
A set of tests were conducted to compare the speed of

human tele-operation with computer-assisted operation in a

series of standard environments. Tests were to observe the

operation of the system under joint computer and human

control and to measure the time taken by:
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. human tele-operators by themselves;

. and then again with the assistance of the most recently

published systems; and
. and then again with the assistance of the new systems

described in this paper.

For each course, up to six tests took place (two sets of three

tests). For each mobile robot, two sets of tests took place

without the sensor system or any automatic assistance. Then

the tests were repeated with the original sensor system

engaged and assistance provided by the computer system and

finally the tests were repeated a third time with the new expert

systems described in this paper. The two sets of tests were:
1 Tele-operator watching the mobile robot and just using

the joystick.
2 Tele-operator remotely watching the space ahead of

the mobile robot using a camera mounted on the mobile

robot (initially with the view obscured by a mobile screen).

For each test, an obstacle course was set-up in an

environment. They were:
. Laboratory. Just two obstacles and a constant open floor

space with vertical walls.
. Empty corridors. Flat surfaces and sloping surfaces.

Corridor restricted with vertical walls and doorways.

Three obstacles offset in a staggered formation.
. Complicated corridors. Flat surfaces and sloping surfaces.

Corridor restricted with vertical walls and doorways but

with items on the walls (for example radiators and door

surrounds). Doorways to pass through. Several obstacles

offset in a staggered formation.
. Environments outside. Complex environment with different

flat and sloping surfaces. Bounded by different vertical

and sloping edges. People walking through and around the

environment. Objects in the environment as well as extra

obstacles placed in the environment.

Tele-operators were human beings and as such they were

variable in their performance and so experiments were repeated

several times. That allowed people to learn the systems and to

perform at their best in the time available. Testing was regarded

as fun by participants and was popular. Competition was

encouraged and people tried to beat their best in each test and

tried to beat others at the same tests. If a fastest time was

achieved by any participant in one set of the tests then they made

at least one attempt again at the other test to check that the result

was not just due to learning the operation of that particular

system. If they managed a fastest time at the other test then

they made at least one attempt at the original test. Tests began at

a pre-determined and constant start-position (and from a

standing start) and timings across the finish lines were measured

with both a stopwatch and laboratory clock (an average was

taken between the two if there was any discrepancy). Only

successful attempts were recorded. That is, any attempt

that resulted in a collision was discarded. Figure 5 shows a

tele-operator navigating through one of the complicated

corridors (with some obstacles) and using the ultrasonic

sensor system to assist in steering.
Figure 6 shows the scene from a camera mounted on the front

of the robot as it moves though a complicated corridor.

The mobile robot is being controlled via the umbilical cable.

A tele-operator in a laboratory is guiding the mobile robot

assisted by the sensor system on the mobile robot. A researcher

with a laboratory digital clock can be seen at the end of the

course and another researcher was following the mobile robot

with a stop watch.

6. Results

The mobile robot successfully negotiated obstacles in various

set courses during testing. Assistive computer systems allowed

automatic recovery from collision courses. Some chaotic factors

existed, for example, trailing casters could throw the mobile-

robot off-line and variation in floor surface, slope or wheel

position could affect results. Delays between sensor systems

providing feedback information and controllers passing results

of that feedback information to mobile-robot motors could also

cause variations.
The results in Figures 7 and 8 show that the new expert

systems consistently performed faster than the most recently

Figure 6 View from a camera mounted on the robot connected via an
umbilical cable and moving though a complicated corridor while being
assisted by the sensor system

Figure 5 Tele-operator navigating through one of the complicated
corridors using the ultrasonic sensor system to assist in steering
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published system or human tele-operators by themselves.

An exception appears to be that in simple environments with few

obstacles and wide gaps between them, simple flat and sloping
surfaces and straight vertical walls, then human tele-operators

consistently performed tasks more quickly without any
assistance from the computer systems or sensors. This can be

seen in Figures 7 and 8 as the bar charts on the left (simple

environments) are the opposite shape to those on the right
(more complicated environments). Figure 7 shows the tests

completed when the tele-operator was watching the mobile
robot (as shown in Figure 5).

That form of results was repeated whether using a camera
mounted onto the mobile robot to view the scene ahead

(Figure 8) or whether tele-operators watched the mobile robot

as they drove it (Figure 7). Human tele-operators were able to
drive the robot quickly through wide gaps and observe the

situation and make adjustments in plenty of time, without
reducing the speed of the mobile robot (and without the need

for any sensor or intelligent systems to assist them).

As the environments became more complicated (or the gaps

were made smaller) then the human operators found it more
difficult to judge the width of the gaps or the successful

trajectory of the mobile robot to pass through those gaps.
The human tele-operators often had to slow the robot or stop

the mobile robot and reverse it to avoid collision. When
environments became more complicated, the human tele-

operators consistently performed better with assistance from
sensors and computer systems (and the new sensor-assisted

systems with the expert systems consistently performed faster
than the previously published systems). Different surfaces,
slopes and boundaries tended to turn robots, thus sensors

became most useful in steering through gaps in those cases.
Results became more pronounced as human operators were

removed from immersion within the situation and
environment. Human operators tended to perform best

when they could see the mobile robot and could move
around the environment or move with the robot (as shown in

Figure 7). When human tele-operators were restricted to
using a camera mounted on the mobile robot and observing

via a computer screen then the results tended to be slower
without the assistance of sensor systems (as shown in
Figure 8). With assistance then results were more similar

(although still worse as human tele-operators tended to be
more cautious with the joystick).

Figures 9-17 show the results from tele-operators watching
the mobile robot to tele-operators viewing the area ahead of the

mobile robot remotely on a computer screen. Figure 9 shows an
interesting result in the simplest and safest environment. The

laboratory test only involved driving from one end of the
laboratory to the other. In that case, the tele-operators using a

remote camera mounted on the mobile robot performed the
task more quickly than those watching the robot.

Figure 10 shows the results form an empty corridor (the
second most simple course). In this case, the tele-operators

completed the course more quickly without any sensor
systems to assist them however when the automated systems
were used, the new expert system (on the right of the three

bars) performed better than the previously published system
(in the middle of the three bars). The form of those results are

repeated in Figure 11 (a different empty corridor).
The results in Figure 12 are from a more complicated

environment. The results have changed a little. Now, the

Figure 8 Results from tests when the camera was mounted on the
mobile robot
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Figure 7 Results from tests when the tele-operator was watching the
mobile robot
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Figure 9 Results from testing in the laboratory
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Figure 10 Results from testing in empty corridor 1
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Figure 11 Results from testing in empty corridor 2
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Figure 14 Results from testing in complicated corridor 3
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Figure 13 Results from testing in complicated corridor 2
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Figure 12 Results from testing in complicated corridor 1
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Figure 15 Results from testing in complicated corridor 4
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automated systems consistently perform faster than a human

tele-operator alone. Additionally, it can be seen that the new

systems described in this paper perform consistently (and

significantly) faster than the most recently published system.
That result is repeated in Figure 13, which only shows results

when tele-operators were looking at the mobile robot (as in

Figure 5) as not enough results were available for statistical

comparison when the camera was mounted on the robot.

Figure 13 shows the results from a more complicated

environment.
The form of the results is repeated in the other more

complicated environments shown in Figures 14 and 15. They

become more pronounced as the environments become more

complicated.
The form of the results is repeated again in the

other complicated outdoor environments shown in Figures 16

and 17.

7. Discussion and conclusions

The t-test was used to compare means of samples. From each

sample, the average (mean) x was calculated with a measure

of dispersion (range of variation) of data around the sample

mean (variance S2) and thence the standard deviation (S).

Having obtained those values, they were then used to estimate

population mean m and variance s2. Each individual set of

tests were not statistically significant so that caution was

required before generalising the results.
Results were arranged into two sets of replicate data; pairs

of results with and without sensor assistance. The paired

samples test was used because people (tele-operators) were

inherently variable. Pairing removed much of that random

variability. When results were analysed using a paired-samples

statistical test then results were revealed as statistically

significant. The paired-samples statistical test shows the use

without a sensor system and with a sensor system to be

significantly different at p , 0.05 (95 per cent probability that

the resultant tie differences would not occur by chance alone).
The new simple expert systems performed faster than the

previously published methods and systems. In simple

environments, tele-operators performed faster without a

sensor system to assist them but in more complicated

environments than tele-operators performed faster with a

sensor system to assist them. As environments became more

complicated, human operators could not judge gap widths or

the successful trajectory of the mobile-robot to pass through

those gaps. Tele-operators often had to slow the robot or stop

the mobile-robot and reverse it to avoid collision. When the

environment became more complicated, tele-operators

consistently performed better with the assistance of the

sensors and computer systems. There tended to be some

narrower gaps in more complicated routes and as the gaps

reduced in width, using assistive systems consistently

performed faster than human tele-operators alone.

The narrower gaps accounted for some of the improvement

when the tele-operators were assisted by a sensor system.
Results became more pronounced in the more complicated

environments as human operators were removed from

immersion within the situation. In addition, when people

were walking near to mobile robots and sensor systems

were not engaged, human tele-operators tended to stop

mobile robots (and sometimes to abort missions if they felt

they had lost their chance to beat their best time). When they

were assisted by sensors, they tended to drive on because they

knew the mobile robot could avoid people most of the time.
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